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Abstract
This paper explores the complexity of race as a category of social differentiation in
global discourse. It argues that despite important developments in both the social
and natural sciences – in fields such as sociology, anthropology, cultural studies and
genetics – embodied and reified notions of race continue to dominate languages of
description in many social and cultural settings, in the world of political struggle and
most paradoxically in the academy. The concern that animates the paper is the
intensity of attachment to the idea of race. Despite the fact that race as an idea has
been shown not to be true, it is seen by many as an almost indispensible part of their
identity and, consequently, of the vocabularies and the frameworks of description
and analysis of the politics of their everyday worlds. How this naturalisation of an
idea happens and is reproduced in daily life is examined in the paper. It takes the
concept of social constructionism, one of the central conceptual innovations in post-
positivist social theory, and shows how it has been neutralised.

Introduction
This paper explores the complexity of race as a category of social differentiation
in global discourse. While the paper is framed by the problematique of social
analysis as it is shaped by dominant European and north American
scholarship, the context into which it speaks is the current rehabilitation of
the idea of race in South Africa. I argue that despite important developments
in both the social and natural sciences – in fields such as sociology,
anthropology, cultural studies and genetics – embodied and reified notions
of race continue to dominate languages of description in many social and
cultural settings, in the world of political struggle and most paradoxically in
the academy. The concern that animates the paper is the intensity of
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attachment to what the idea of race is supposed to represent. Despite the fact
that race as an idea has been shown not to be true, it is seen by many as an
almost indispensible part of their identity and, consequently, of the
vocabularies and the frameworks of description and analysis of the politics
of their everyday worlds. How this naturalisation of an idea happens and is
reproduced in daily life can be explained relatively easily. The work of
scholars such as Althusser (1998:297) and especially his ‘Hey, you there’
explanation of how subjectification works ideologically is well-known. In
this explanation one sees how processes of recognition are constructed and
come to work. Less discussed is how the academy and the disciplines
themselves become sites for the revitalisation of ideology and particularly
ideologies such as racism. In this paper, I begin a discussion of one way in
which racism and ideas of race finds traction in the academy. I take the
concept of social constructionism, one of the central conceptual innovations
in post-positivist social theory, and show how it has been neutralised.

The paper begins with an explanation of the nature of the problem we face
with respect to race and then draws on discussions in philosophy,
historiography and a number of fields to illustrate how the central conceits
associated with race thinking, such as exclusion, othering, social ordering
and ranking, are incorporated into social analysis.

Making race real: a challenge to the normative order
Charles Taylor (2004) in a powerful discussion of the nature of social
differentiation in modernity argues that the modern idealisation of order
constitutes a radical departure from Platonic-type explanations of the
natural order. His central point is that the ‘modern order gives no ontological
status to hierarchy or any particular structure of differentiation’ (2004:12).
The importance of the new and modern normative world, in contrast to the
older, is that it starts with individuals and their debt of mutuality to each
other. Critical about this new way of understanding ourselves in relation to
each other, says Taylor, is that ‘it infiltrates and transforms our social
imaginary. In the process what is originally an idealization grows into a
complex imaginary through being taken up and associated with social
practices’ (2004:28-29). He explains that these processes have developed
through a range of ways including initiatives that came from educated elites,
such as the Enlightenment philosophers in the eighteenth century, the trade
union movement in the nineteenth and so on. The result has been a profound
enlargement of what he calls ‘the social imaginary’ – the way people imagine
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their social existence, how they fit together with others, how things go on
between them and their fellows, their expectations of each other and the
normative notions underlying these. The point Taylor seeks to make is that
where ‘whole segments of our supposedly modern society remained outside
of this social imaginary’ reference, like the French peasantry late in the
nineteenth century, or women in the family, today these ideas of hierarchy
are being comprehensively challenged.

Taylor’s purpose in using the concept of the social imaginary is to place
European Enlightenment thought in a particular context and to emphasise
how its individualising impetus comes to constitute a major break for
theories and practice of sociality. He is, however, profoundly aware of other
routes to modernity and other modes of creating a sense of the ontic and its
infinitely creative capacity. In this Taylor invokes a sense of what Chakrabarty
(2001) meant when he spoke of the need for ‘provincialising Europe’ in a
world constituted by multiple points of gravity.

In acknowledging the value of Taylor’s analysis and especially his
cautions, it is clear that large problems remain. The normative order,
theoretically charged to realise the demand of mutuality, remains decidedly
obdurate on a number of fronts. Challenges to the realisation of the
expanding order to which Taylor refers continue to present themselves. Race
is one such challenge. The expansion of the normative order, despite some
of the most significant breakthroughs in modern science about the physical
and cognitive nature of the human experience, comes up against a persistent
materialisation – indeed reification – of the notion of race. Race – given its
most egregious expression through racism – is I suggest here, the most
racism of racisms. Derrida used the phrase ‘most racism of racisms’ to speak
of the system of apartheid (Derrida 2007:378). I use it here to emphasise its
global normativity and to show how much more serious the challenge it
constitutes is than its manifestation in apartheid.

I make the argument in this paper that despite our now decades-long-
standing empirical insights about the nature of race in society, and the quite
extraordinary new understandings we have in both the social sciences and
the hard sciences – in modes of analysis such as deconstruction in the former
and powerful new knowledge about the human genome in the latter – we
remain seduced by the idea of race. As important as the field of genetics is
in confirming that racial genes do not exist, the idea that race is real and that
it defines in ‘objective’ ways the basis of social relations between people,
especially those deemed to be white and those of colour, remains powerful
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(see Garuba and Raditlhalo 2008). So, what is this seduction? What is the
hold that this idea has on us? Why, as Abu El-Haj (2007) similarly asks, is
it that our theories of racelessness, both in their social science and biological
evocations, as powerful as they are, are so hard to realise, both in our social
analysis and in the way in which we manage our relationships with each
other? Why have these theories struggled to enter our social imaginaries?
Bruce Baum (2006:7), reflecting on the persistence of a term such as
‘Caucasian’, asks a similar question: ‘Why has the idea of a Caucasian race
stubbornly persisted if, ultimately, it has no greater scientific validity that
(sic) the idea of an Aryan race?’ In a conversation recorded in 2008 on the
relationship between biology, genetics, health and ‘race’, Troy Duster, Jay
Kaufman and Pilar Ossorio talk about the circumstances under which race
might be studied (see www.unnaturalcauses.org). The agreement to which
they come is that race is not a genetically definable or biologically fixed set
of categories but, to the extent that it is constructed as a distinction (in
different ways in different parts of the world) of hierarchy, it is real. Kaufman
says, for example, ‘that makes it very real in people’s lives without being part
of the natural world’ (www.unnaturalcauses.org, page 1). There is no truth
in it, but it is real.

How this process of making race real is what I seek to understand in this
essay. I am deeply aware how controversial the thought of doing away with
it is, given the extent of its ontological anchoring in self sense-making and
the degree to which it is relied upon for securing a sense of identity almost
anywhere. I make a plea though in this essay for recognition of the need to
distinguish between those things that really matter in the identifications and
solidarities we make and those that have been imposed upon us. Race, I
suggest, is the ultimate seduction in this process of feeling connected to one
another and in producing bonds of kinship. That it has done so in one of the
most divisive and hierarchalising ways history has yet seen, is what this
essay intends taking issue with. Why does it have this allure for us? What
is the process behind it? This process, I suggest, is not attributable to a
single set of explanations. A range of factors is responsible for the situation
in which we find ourselves. These include our general theory of history, the
ambiguities of dominant Enlightenment philosophy, current political
economies, the distributive dimensions of the aesthetic regimes which
surround us and their popular culture manifestations, and so on. These
operate singly and/or in tandem to produce categories of description and
social orders that are complex, contradictory and amenable to interpretations
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that are deeply discordant. We need to acknowledge that jurisprudence
almost everywhere in the world has the evidence within it, let us be generous,
of having been influenced by the struggles to widen our social imaginations.
We can see their presence in the trajectory of Taylor’s social imaginary. It
is beyond dispute that the United States of America of the new millennium
and Barack Obama or the South Africa of post-1994 Mandela are much more
hospitable and inclusive spaces than either of those countries would have
been even 30 years ago. The boundaries of inclusion have, indubitably,
expanded. But we would be deluding ourselves to suggest or believe that
a humanist commitment to equal rights is what stimulates, primarily so, social
behaviour. In terms of this, we need to acknowledge that even as the notion
of or idea of our status as equal human beings has moved in status from a
hermeneutic, as Taylor (2004:23) puts it, to becoming a normative way of
understanding what in legal terms is just and right, it remains surrounded by
and in tension with the cut and thrust of the political, economic, social and
cultural hegemonies which characterise our lives. In the process the actual
experience of the social imaginary is regularly and constantly being
reconstituted. It might be true that if a long view is taken of history that the
tendency is towards a greater sense of our common humanity, but the
indisputable fact is that this tendency is dogged by the weight of deeply
embedded suspicions and feelings of distrust that remain grounded in racial
antipathy. The point to be made, I suggest, is that the social imaginary which
Taylor talks of might exist in formal or legal terms in many parts of the world.
We now have legal regimes, almost everywhere, where distinctions on the
basis of race are no longer recognised. Against these, or even next to them,
however, are actually existing regimes in which processes of Othering
remain, and insidiously so, the norm. These contradictions constitute what
Baudrillard, in a conversation with Guillaume (Baudrillard and Guillaume
2008:60), calls a ‘game’. But what is this ‘game’?

‘Reality’ – a realm of law: ‘game’ – a realm of rule
Towards explaining how ‘games’ are played, Baudrillard, in his conversation
with Guillaume, introduces the question of the possibility of human social
existence beyond a fateful event such as an apocalypse. He uses the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to make the argument that Japan
represents the possibility of a transgression ‘against this finitude’ of an
apocalypse (Baudrillard and Guillaume 2008:52). Life as it was known was
supposed to end, but it didn’t. How this happened, Baudrillard argues, is
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through assimilating cutting-edge technology which produces artefacts,
simulacra and automatons ‘that give the illusion of circumventing reality and
its constraints (time, space, the body)… In the end it is a “rapture”, an escape
from the world, an escape from reality’ (Baudrillard and Guillaume 2008:53-
55). The argument is dense. I do not do it justice here. But Baudrillard comes
to the broad conclusion that the survival of the Japanese has been possible
through instantiating in the everyday formalised values that are ‘completely
empty of any human content in the historical sense’ (Baudrillard and
Guillaume 2008:57). The discussion is controversial, but the important point
made is that which asks whether the world can ‘remain human and avoid
becoming animal while accepting the end of history?’ (2008:57). Guillaume’s
answer is largely positive: ‘And the Japanese may still think a world is
possible where everyone thinks: “I prefer the rules of the game….” In this
sense it is a world of seduction’ (Baudrillard and Guillaume 2008:59-60).
Baudrillard offers another, possibly more helpful, way to look at the formalism
suggested by Guillaume and says:

… we could replace ‘reality’ and ‘game’ with two other words: law and
rule. Perhaps seduction comes from no longer recognising the authority
of the law or from moving everything from the realm of law, or the reality
principle, the economic, moral, political, historical, etc, principle to
something arbitrary like the rule. The seduction is simply that we have
gotten rid of the law… But the fact that there is a transmutation that
makes us pass to the other side of the law is a way of showing that it
is possible to live as the image of the Other, somewhere other than in
the law, on the other side reference.

How is this interchange relevant for this discussion? I suggest, to open up
a line of argument, that one of the central concepts of modern social analysis,
social construction, can be understood to have been accommodated through
a process of seduction. In terms of it we utter the law but perform the rule.
Social constructionism, following Berger and Luckman (1966) and taken up
in more than 40 years of creative sociology, anthropology and cultural
studies scholarship, has come to refer to explanations of social life which are
supposedly grounded in but are in fact understandings of reality. It has
come to be understood as an invention or a creation of particular groups or
individuals shaped by the particular social, economic and historical
circumstances in which they find themselves. In relation to the notion of
groundedness, through placing emphasis on the idea that phenomena are
really representations, as opposed to actual self-evident phenomena
independent of social determination, an important contribution to social
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explanation that comes with the idea of social construction is that things,
events, ideas do not have an essential meaning. They do not have essences
that can be distilled and held up as the basis for interrogating the significance
of an event, meaning or phenomenon. That is the law. That is where truth is
available as fact. When Berger and Luckman (1966) put the term out in the
analytic world, it was certainly new. But the ideas behind it had been part and
of and, indeed, very much in the philosophical orbit of at least those who
were familiar with the Frankfurt school of thought for a great deal longer.
What Berger and Luckman did was to bring these together in a way that was
amenable for use in social analysis and even, to emphasise the point,
popularised.

Race: passing to the other side of law
Using Baudrillard and Guillaume’s discussion I argue that it is in this process
of being popularised and becoming a popular concept that the term race is
transmutated. It is transmutated – undergoes a certain kind of seduction –
by the instantiating power of the ‘rule’ of the everyday to be accommodated
and neutralised to fit in with the hegemony of common-sense understandings
of difference. Its seduction takes place through the transmutation of its
meaning – a process of displacement of its law-like features which are to
understand the genesis and the sociological nature of the way a term comes
to be used, a deep deconstructive process, to the rule, which is essentially
about accommodating it within the rules of the ‘game’ of conventional
wisdom, to ‘pass’, so to speak, ‘to the other side of the law’. Social analysis
in education has been particularly susceptible to this. Social analysis in
education, looking at fields of social activity in and through pedagogy,
social policy, educational history, has generally addressed the issues of
social construction perfunctorily. Gestures are made to the notion of social
construction but the analytic substantiation that social constructionism
requires is regularly foregone. The major arena where this might be seen is
the field of multiculturalism. Multiculturalism has turned into a classic site
for the reproduction of and in fact seduction of dominance. The effect of this
process is that the law around the idea of the social construction of race is
invoked as a kind of mantra but is seldom decomposed or deconstructed to
understand how it works. Hacking (1999:23) has argued that when social
constructionism is used to define a concept or explain a phenomenon, it
never is clear what is being targeted in the accusation of essentialism or
determinism. In the process the virtue of social constructionism is neutralised.
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How this neutralisation has happened is what the rest of the paper examines.
For understanding social construction with respect to race, it is important
that the idea of race is decomposed to understand how the process of the
‘rule’ that governs it works. Its instantiation, to take a different line to that
of Baudrillard, is not, however, arbitrary. It has its own history and sociology,
alongside that of the law. South Africa and its recent history of colonialism,
apartheid and the introduction of democracy provide one with an important
site for understanding historically how race as an idea is subjected to the
pressures of formal law-making and ‘game-playing’. In this history, from as
early as the 1930s already in the intellectual interventions made by key
socialist thinkers, one sees how ‘game-playing’ in racial politics is exposed
(see Soudien 2011) but persists as the ‘rule’ which governs the making of
reality.

What follows is an attempt to highlight several key moments and moves
of social analysis in the work of some of the most foundational scholars in
a range of fields that have played a role in the neutralisation of a concept such
as social construction. The discussion which follows is neither empirical nor
constructed around a sequential logic of formation. I do not look for an
explanation for the vulnerability of the term social construction which is
historically or thematically coherent. I simply present a range of contra-
arguments/rhetorical devices which have come to be consequent in how the
‘rule’ of race, as instantiated in the everyday, as opposed to its law, as
instantiated in science, has come to shape the way race as an analytic
concept is used. These moves/devices are distinct from the kinds of
strategic moves made by players in actual engagement with each other
where, for example, economic or financial or practical rationales or
justifications are made for a social constructionist approach to be carried
out.

To begin, I discuss approaches in modern philosophy to difference and
alterity, I shift to history and historiography and end with cultural studies.
These seductive moments are important because they contain powerful
possibilities for explaining how difference/alterity might be understood.
Critically, however, as seductive moments, they all have fractures/gaps/
silences which make possible their use in ways that reveal them to be
susceptible to dominant forms of exclusion.
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Seduction from on high: dialectics et al
Explanations of difference in the fields of sociology, political studies,
history and anthropology have taken form in the last 100 years or so around
the thinking of the great philosophers of the Enlightenment and post-
Enlightenment. Their central preoccupation, taking place at the same time as
the world was beginning to reveal itself to itself, was to explain the nature
of being human and what its differences and similarities were in different
times and places. The differences that came into focus were physical,
intellectual, moral, conceptual and in any way one chose to think. Out of this
the fields of ontology, axiology and epistemology developed. In relation to
this, Deleuze (1994:262) suggests that ‘the greatest effort of philosophy was
perhaps directed at rendering representation infinite (orgiastic) …; of
allowing representation to conquer the obscure; of allowing it to include the
vanishing of difference which is too small and the dismemberment of
difference which is too large …’. The purpose of this effort, Deleuze argues,
is to ‘become orgiastic and to conquer the in-itself …’ (1994:262). He says,
however, that this effort found two ‘culminating’ moments in the work of
Hegel and Leibniz. Other philosophers, such as Locke and Hobbes are,
predictably, regular sources for understanding some of the foundational
ambivalences in modern philosophy to people of colour. The work of John
Stuart Mill, can, of course be looked at. But the work of Hegel, for the sake
of argument, will be focused upon here because it presents an explicit
framework for understanding how difference works.

Deleuze argues that Hegel appears to push the idea of difference to the
limit,

… but this path is a dead-end which brings it back to identity, making
identity the sufficient condition for difference to exist and to be
thought…. The intoxications and giddiness are feigned, the obscure is
already clarified from the outset. Nothing shows this more clearly than
the monocentricity of the circles in the Hegelian dialectic. (Deleuze
1994:263)

How this arises, he suggests, is through strategies of representation, the
mode of talking of difference in European thought which follows the Platonic
attempt to distinguish between essences and appearances. Representation
is a site of transcendental illusion, he argues, which comes in four interrelated
forms which correspond to thought, sensibility, the idea, and being. I
concentrate on the third, the idea. In explaining the idea in Hegel, Deleuze
says the explanation begins with the understanding that the original idea –
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the origin – is a ‘genuine objectivit(y)’ which is made up of differential
elements which amount to what can be called a problematic. This original
problematic precedes ‘all affirmation, but is none the less completely
positive’ (1994:267). Its negative is the shadow cast upon the affirmations
produced by a problem – a powerless double. The trouble, Deleuze explains,
begins when these affirmations are represented in consciousness because
‘problems-ideas are by nature unconscious …. If we attempt to reconstitute
problems in the image of or as resembling conscious propositions, then the
illusion takes shape, the shadow awakens and appears to acquire a life of its
own…’ (1994:267, my emphasis). In the process each affirmation or idea has
sense only through reference to its negative and so a ‘generalised negation…
takes the place of the problem…. Thus begins the long history of the
distortion of the dialectic…. The dialectic instance is now defined by a non-
being which is the being of the negative’. The problem with this, says
Deleuze is that all of this would not amount to much if it were for the ‘moral
suppositions and practical implications of such a distortion’ (1994:267).
Much has been made of Hegel’s statements about race (see Appiah 1996,
Hegel 1975:106), but less about this fundamental Othering – the attribution
of non-being – which is embedded in the dialectic. This becomes relevant
when one recognises the ways in which the dialectic is used in characterising
the emptiness of the Other in much modern social analysis including that of
Marx. Deleuze comments that ‘Only the shadows of history live by negation:
the good enter into it with all the power of a posited differential or a difference
affirmed; …. [In the process] contradictions are not “resolved”, they are
dissipated by capturing the problem of which they reflect only the shadow’
(Deleuze 1994:268). Deleuze calls this development the ‘history of the long
error’ (Deleuze 1994:301). The substance of the error is that difference is
always derived from and only possible – thinkable – within a pre-existing
sameness. To the original is posited the possibility of multivocality –
positive difference – while the different is univocal – dependent on the
original. He suggests that if this ‘game’ of difference is to be played properly,
in terms of the ‘divine’ if necessary, the recognition must be made about its
difficulty: ‘impossible to deal with in the world of representation. First there
is no pre-existent rule, since the game includes its own rules’ (Deleuze
1994:283).  Deleuze, of course, is not talking about race. It is the Other,
broadly defined, he describes. Vital, however, in this description, is the
world of the ‘raced’, the ‘gendered’ Other. What he provides is a crucially
important deconstruction of the representational devices of modern
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philosophy and its hierarchalising impulses.
The significance of this strategy of representation and its effects on the

social sciences are visible in the limited ways in which much social description
has engaged the discussion of difference. While much of the social sciences
seldom works with Hegel in ways which allow it to engage ‘difference’s’
complexity, it is the spirit of Hegel which infuses modern work where the
antithesis is normalised as the Other and in the process dominance is
inscribed into representation. Representation’s strategic routines are
profoundly embodied in the attribution of the negative to the antithesis. As
Quayson and Goldberg (2002: xii) argue: ‘… all binary oppositions are value-
laden, with the first term implicitly assumed to have an ethical or conceptual,
normative or indeed logical priority over the second’. In the process the
seduction is performed of concealing the project of power and hegemony in
representation’s strategic approach.

This leads one onto history and the particular ways in which its tellings
– historiography – perpetuate this problem.

The seduction of history
Powerful critiques of the way history is used as a tool of domination have
been provided by a number of scholars (see White 1999 and Ranger et al
1996). Goldberg (2002:83), for example, has made the argument that for
countries such as England and France the racialisation of rule was seen as
the outcome of ‘history, domination ordained by the hidden hand of
historical development, the fact of historically produced superiority’. This
racial rule informs, and in some ways, provides the script for history. In the
hands of scholars and political analysts from John Stuart Mill to Marx, the
model subsists on a developmental conceit about the improvability of native
and colonial people, chaperoned into the future by Europeans. In contrast
to the first seduction, which is almost biological, the second operates on the
premise of the singularity of the human race, but the reality of the difference
of lived experience. Africans, for example, are improvable in this argument
but there is need to recognise the actual superiority of Europe. This
superiority is evident in the obvious histories of different parts of the world.
History lends itself, therefore, to be used as a logical, value-free template
upon which all social development can be modelled. Goldberg says, to
illustrate the point, ‘[i]t could be argued,… that racial historicism similarly
informs contemporary neo-conservative commitments to colorblindness, in
the US, South Africa, Britain and Europe’ (Goldberg 2002:86).
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How does this historiography work to reinforce racial hegemony? I use
the work of the subalternists and approach this brief critique through a
reading of Gandhi and draw on Nandy (2005) to show the tendentious nature
of this approach to history.

Nandy, in a masterful review of the significance of Gandhi for the project
of working across social difference, helps us understand the teleological
nature of modern history. Narratives of this modern history present historical
development as an inevitable story of progress which requires a pathway
‘from primitivism to modernity, and from political immaturity to political
adulthood, which the ideology of colonialism would have the subject
society and the “child-race’s” walk’ (Nandy 2005:55). In this dominant trope,
understanding or public consciousness was seen as the causal product of
history. The present emanated out of an unfolding teleology of a long and
unchanging past. For Gandhi this past was anything but unchangeable. It
was a variable construct. It was not, to use Nandy’s (2005:59) terms, one-way
traffic which pre-empted where the future might go. It was, in its configuration
as myth, a resource which one could use to widen rather than restrict choice
and agency. Myths ‘widen human choices… by resisting co-optation by the
uniformizing world view of modern science’ (2005:59).

At the core of Gandhi’s critique of Western notions of history was the
post-Medieval and Enlightenment era understanding of time that chose to
place emphasis on causes rather than structures – why as opposed to what
and the rationality of constant adjustment to ‘historical reality’ – pragmatic
behaviour – rather than the rationality of ‘a fundamentally critical attitude
towards earlier interpretations ...’ (Nandy 2005:59). He rejected the idea that
‘historical societies’ were the true representatives of ‘mature human self-
consciousness and especially its corollary that the more human beings were
able to historically objectify the past’ – through fact – the more control they
would have over their consciousness or their egos. He inverted that
argument by saying that the more one understood one’s ego, the closer one
would be to managing the complex processes of the id – ‘brain processes’
(Nandy 2005:59).

Gandhi’s commentary on the Gita is important here. He writes to his
people in his ashram in the following way: ‘… desire is insatiable like fire,
and taking possession of man’s senses, mind and intellect, knocks him
down. Therefore first control your senses, and then conquer the mind. When
you have done this, the intellect will also obey your orders’ (Gandhi
1968:279). Significantly, in this argument lay the opportunity of the individual
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and his/her communities to choose their own futures ‘without’, as Nandy
argued, ‘high drama and without a constant search for originality,
discontinuous changes and final victories’ (Nandy 2005:62). It is in this
‘search for originality’ that the ultimately problematic substance of this
teleology lies, precisely because behind it lies a conception of the ‘great
European’ uber-mensch who provides for the ‘child-races’ the path that they
need to walk. In this conception or telling of how history works, history is
pre-eminently a European experience because it describes, logically, rationally
and normatively, how communities ‘grow-up’. The Other has no history.
‘He’ only has stories, myths and fables. ‘His’ whole life is framed in the
mystery of the fabulous. Unlike Europe, there is no science there. Baudrillard
(2008:69) comments, for example, ‘that we in the West are doomed to think
that everything comes from us...’. The power of this seduction and the
pusillanimous ripostes to it in our historiographical approaches are beyond
reckoning and have come to limit our ability to recognise how much we have
been captured by such narrations of our history. Race remains an unspoken
virtue in this framework almost never having to declare itself.

The seduction of authenticity
What this discussion on history leads to is the necessity to recognise how
much the anxiety of ‘authenticity’ and its corollary, ‘purity’ sit at the base
of a great deal of social description and make themselves available for a
reproduction of profoundly ‘raced’ concepts. Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983)
have come to provide us with an understanding of how traditions are
invented.

The point of this invention is essentially to keep in place the fiction of a
‘raced’ notion of ‘nation’. The idea, for example, of a long and uninterrupted
history of purity is present in such ass the narratives of a timeless aristocratic
white England. These perversely spawn their analogues all over the world,
with the production, first in Europe of the ideas of a similarly timeless
Germany, Italy, France, Spain and so on, and then in the non-metropolitan
world, with ideas of Brahman-India, Han-China and within these of smaller
subunits such as Hindus in India, or those of the Zulu and the Xhosa in South
Africa. The displacement of notions of race and their reconstitution through
ideas of ethnicity is an important development to note because what one is
seeing here is the re-naturalisation of race. Race as an idea is re-absorbed
into the concept of ethnicity without ever having to own up to what is being
effected. One never sees how biological notions of race remain utterly
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consequential in the way ethnicity is given meaning. In this process the
impossibility of uncoupling biological notions of self from culture is taken
as an unspoken truth of life. It operates as the ‘rule’. To be German in ethnic
terms is to be unquestionably white. Likewise, it is an entirely implausible
proposition for Zuluness to be associated with anything other than blackness.
In the process the terms themselves are de-historicised and are rendered
naturally as if their content and meaning are self-evident. As signifiers they
are invested with social properties that are assumed authentically to attach
to them. America as white, India as Hindu, South Africa as black, are
concepts that are produced as constructs of nature. Space is claimed –
lebensraum – in racial ways.

The seduction of science
For Moore, Pandian and Kosek (2003: 2-3) both race and nature are what they
call historical artefacts: ‘assemblages of material, discourse, and practice
irreducible to a universal essence…. Nature appears to precede history, even
as it wipes away the historical traces of its own fashioning’. In showing how
the seduction of science works it is important to draw attention to two facets
of the discussion. The first relates to genetics, and the second to the
powerful articulation that is made between nature and race in contemporary
political and social life.

The genetics discussion is important because it has brought us to a point
where the singularity of the human race and its indivisibility is now beyond
question. The significance of the human genome is that it has shown how
genes have travelled and critically how population groups everywhere in the
world can be linked. Two challenges remain. The first is in the ways in which
many geneticists, not all, continue to give modern sociological and political
descriptions to groups and individuals who lived during times when these
modern labels had no significance whatsoever (see the work of Abu El-Haj
2007). The description of particular groupings as, in the South African
context, African or, more precisely, as Khoisan, Indian, etc, presents one’s
biological history in racialised terms. There are difficulties, of course. There
is a discussion amongst geneticists around labelling and social description,
and even the real challenge of how one generates labels for particular
biological regularities, such as sickle-cell anaemia, in particular social
groupings, but there is not sufficient awareness of the issues of sociology.
Attributing modern labels to ancient communities is profoundly problematic.
In southern Africa, for example, a significant debate has begun about the
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Lemba, a group of people who live in Zambia and Malawi whose cultural
practises are very similar to those of the Jewish faith. ‘Are these people a
long-lost Jewish tribe?’ That the question could have been put in less racial
ways and perhaps even in simple geographic terms, as indeed the question
must be in understanding the modern genetic relationship of Jews and
Palestinians, is not given any consideration. To decide the question here in
South Africa several rounds of genetic testing have been undertaken. The
results have been ambiguous. It is not, however, the ambiguity that is
significant here, it is the idea that biology is what ultimately counts. It is the
biological nexus which will finally state whether they are ‘of the fold’ or not.
In this seduction history as an open text is trumped. Race prevails.

The other arena in which genetics is being re-appropriated for racial
purposes is that of criminology. Ossorio and Duster (2005) explain how
interest is rising amongst certain scientists in showing the significance of
the 0.1% genetic difference that exists amongst people. The point sought to
be made is that the 0.1% is consequential and that it possibly is a container
for the range of differences that make some people weaker and less moral
than others, and, more critically, to show, in these, that different proclivities
to criminality, deviancy and a lack of creativity predominate in particular
groups. In terms of this, he shows, it is argued that a gene for deviance is
more present amongst African-American males than in the general population,
helping us understand how, despite the intense social interventions that
have been put in place to support black men they remain prone to criminal
atavism, sexual lewdness and moral degeneration.

Alongside these one also needs to remember the persistent naggings of
scholars such as Murray and Herrnstein (1994) in empirical studies such as
The Bell Curve and the insidious doubt sought to be sown about the work
of the anti-racists. The point about this kind of scepticism, unlike that which
denies the link between HIV and AIDS, or that which rejects the science of
evolution, is the respectability it continues to enjoy. Ridiculed as AIDS
denialists are, strikingly, the same is not true of those who hold out the
possibility that there is something yet in the ‘facts’ of academic performance.
This is an important moment in reproducing the seduction of race.

Ontic seduction: the everyday in history and heritage
Huntington’s (1996) Clash of the Civilisations is often referred to in terms
of understanding the current challenge of racism between the West and the
East. Of course, it is not incorrect to look at how this work has almost single-
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handedly come to provide the justification for the kind of intolerance one
sees in many parts of the world. But the seductive ways in which much
modern social analysis has come to provide cues for managing difference
must be looked at much more urgently.

Flecha et al argue that the post-modern followers of Heidegger, Derrida
and Foucault deconstructed the idea of equality: ‘As their influence grew,
literature about intercultural relations moved the goal of equality aside, right
when prevailing social Darwinism and neo-liberalism were staging their
fiercest attack on the egalitarian goals of progressive social movements’
(2006:235). The argument they make is that neo-liberalism has an interest in
the ideas of difference but not those of equality. The ideas, they suggest,
leave the door open to forms of authoritarian difference: ‘From a relativist
approach, whereby every culture can only be understood and judged from
within, there is room for the appearance of some authoritarian groups that
strive to impose their own views on the rest of the members of that cultural
group’ (2006:235).

The point they make is crucial. But this calls not for the abandonment of
the idea of difference. Indeed, in their discussion of difference as an analytic
or a hermeneutic, it is not clear what they wish to replace this framework with.
While, therefore, it may indeed be the case that the right has used the spaces
in the argument to sublimate elements within it, the more critical point is that
all forms of knowledge are contested. They are sites of political engagement.

The deconstructive turn, one might wish to suggest, brought into play
the possibility of recognising radical difference. It opened the door to
understanding how behind every assertion lay the possibility of a form of
difference – differance. The anti-essentialist idea, having been brought into
play by Marxism, was affirmed but pushed fundamentally beyond its class-
discourse range.

The words of this discursive turn were recruited for the multiculturalist
project, but were fundamentally robbed of their significance in the process.
Difference was constituted and congealed in the dominant language – the
rule – of race, nation and culture. The possibility of law that deconstruction
offered was effectively spurned. In the process the identities of dominance
that people were asked to inhabit for the process of disavowing them – such
as whiteness – were more fully habituated. The cry ‘I am a white woman’, or
‘I am black and I am proud’ becomes not an opportunity for deconstruction
but a statement of certainty. A similar moment of ambiguity has troubled
feminism. Expressions of feminism have been, as Quayson and Goldberg
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(2002: xiii) argue, ‘afflicted by the fact that it has to claim an object of
academic study which it is obliged, simultaneously, to disavow. The claim
and disavowal are constitutive of its very object of study…. Feminist
Studies names woman only to show how this naming is a constraint imposed
by the voice of patriarchal power’. It is here that the insidiousness of
difference finds its true expression because it is immobilised at the very
moment it is called upon to be recognised and so deconstructed. The
political moment is played out at this point and the signal provided for where
the argument of radical difference needs to be re-appropriated and reinvested
with its promise for removing that which it avowedly has to be removing.

Not unimportant, therefore, is that which has been produced in the wake
of deconstruction where white academics, in particular, have been asked to
take ownership of their identities and histories, and to take position. The
result has been, unfortunately, a weakening of the power of the idea of
deconstruction. In encouraging people to proclaim who they supposedly are
– ‘I am a white woman’ – the responsibility they have for rigorously engaging
the history of the construction is foregone. The act of positioning oneself
for the purpose of weakening the intellectual and political conceits that hold
up that position is never undertaken because it is assumed that simply
proclaiming one’s position is sufficient in and of itself. What this positioning
does, I suggest, is confirm boundaries of superiority and inferiority because
the meanings of the categories that are invoked are not brought into
question. Instead, the opposite takes place. The categories are not only
reified but are appropriated as badges of status. They come to perform the
very certainty that is meant to be placed under analysis. Hegemonic status
is embraced rather than challenged.

Conclusion: race and the ‘end of racism’?
How, against this formidable modern experience, might one begin to imagine
a social world that is determined differently? How might the ideological cage
of race be broken into and the demons within it released?

Macedo and Gounari (2006:3) emphasise how important it is to begin the
process of historicising the concept of race. In relation to this, it is important
to recognise how much social constructionism in its captured use, as I have
tried to argue above, plays into the reproduction of race and its attendant
problems. Central to this captured use is social constructionism’s hidden
curriculum. The hidden curriculum of social construction pivots on de-
historicising racism and its disarticulation from political struggle (Macedo
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and Gounari 2006). It fails to see how tellings of social genesis and social
formation, the story of domination and subordination, trade in and subsist
on ideas of authenticity and the national principle, but also the elevation of
race to a determinative position in theories of history and thus naturalising
them.

Pedagogy is, needless to say, central to the reproduction of this approach
to social constructionism. As Dimitriades and Carlson (2003) argue, critical
pedagogy, drawing from Paulo Freire, the Frankfurt school, the work of a
generation of critical scholars such as Henry Giroux, has been valuable in
preserving the promise that education holds. But even it has been held at
bay. It has been held at bay, I suggest, because the work we do is at every
step of the way political. It never ceases to be so. The emptying out of the
political in social construction is, however, not about the espousal of the
political as in the citation of one or other causes but the deeply personal
politics of the self and the self-awareness that is currently absent in the work
of social constructionists. In this history and the making of the historical
present is everything. Social constructionist pedagogy is deeply aware of
the politics of its own production. It seeks to bring to the surface, to make
available for introspection and for study, the content and trajectory of that
which is to be mediated.

Edward Said is extremely helpful in thinking about this problem. He (Said
1994:335) draws famously on the work of German scholar Erich Auerbach,
who in turn cites from Hugo of St Victor, a twelfth century monk:

‘It is therefore, a source of great virtue for the practiced mind to learn,
bit by bit, first to change about in visible and transitory things, so that
afterwards it may be able to leave them behind altogether. The person
who finds his homeland sweet is still a tender beginner; he to whom
every soil is his native soil is already strong; but he is perfect to whom
the entire world is as a foreign place. The tender soul has fixed his love
on one spot in the world; the strong person has extended his love to all
places; the perfect man has extinguished his.’

Auerbach, Said (1994:335) explains, cited this passage as ‘a model for
anyone – man and woman [emphasis in the original] – wishing to transcend
the restraints of imperial or national or provincial limits’. Said argues that it
is only through such an attitude that the historian can begin to grasp what
he calls the human experience in all its diversity and particularity. His
argument as it unfolds is important to trace. The ‘strong’ or ‘perfect’
achieves his or her status not through rejection and disavowal of one’s
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attachments but by a process of working ‘through’ them. Exile, Hugo’s place
of extinction, is a place marked by the existence of love and a bond with one’s
native place, ‘… but that inherent in each [exile] is an unexpected, unwelcome
loss. … [The recognition of this] actual condition makes it impossible to
recover that sweetness, and even less possible to derive satisfaction from
substitutes furnished by illusion or dogma, whether deriving from pride in
one’s heritage or from certainty about who “we” are’ (1994:336). Critical
about the argument is the recognition of how much the certainty and
singularity – the dogma – of bound identities limit the possibility or the
opportunity of the individual to recognise the illusions, the fabrications, the
constructions that hold certainty up and make it even possible. Said’s
argument moves beyond the assurance of labels, which he describes as
starting-points, and to imagine the possibility that each story has its own
narrative economy in which imagination and dreams, or even the recuperation
of them, operate as vehicles of agency and vitality in the making of identity.
Seizing hold of these and recognising them as stories moves them beyond
the certainties of space and place. They take on lives of their own. It is there,
towards that vitality that pedagogy needs to move and to seek out. It needs
to be aware of the process of making the narrative and what its constructionist
weaknesses and strengths are.

Note
1. Given the approach I take I would have liked to place the term ‘race’ in inverted

commas each time I use it in this essay but am not doing it for simple expositional
reasons.
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